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CBS2 - Secure Combi-Store 
Backed by our 20 year structural guarantee* 

The base is manufactured from 3mm mild steel 
sheet with RHS cross members and pressed ribs. 
All corner posts, shelves, main rails and cross 
members from rolled hollow section. The back, 
sides and door panels are pressed from 2mm mild 
steel sheet corrugated where required. The roof is 
pressed and fitted with suitable bracing and fully 
welded around perimeter. Each end of the unit is 
fitted with lockable, sliding doors giving access to 
shelved areas to accommodate up to 4 pallets of 
205ltr drums in each. The walk-in compartment is 
located in the middle of the unit and is accessed 
via a hinged door on one side and has shelving for 
small containers. The internal divides between the 
walk-in area and the back of the shelved pallet 
store locations are open framework divides, as a 
chargeable option we can “wall” these areas to 
completely separate the compartments, these 
can be either simple single skin or fire rated dou-
ble insulated dividers. The entire unit is protected 
by a fully seam welded sump covered by a galva-
nized grid mesh in the walk-in area and galvanised 
support channels in the drum storage areas. Full 
width base plinths eliminate ground contact, the 
sloping roof has crane-lifting points and the unit is 
shot blasted before being painted.

The sump fully complies with all the UK regulations 
relating to sump capacities.
This image shows the unit fitted with the charge-
able option; galvanised steel grid mesh

SPECIFICATION
External size 6000mm L x 3000mm W x 3357mm H 

at the highest point on the unit
Nº of containers 32 x 205ltr + shelved walk-in area
Sump capacity 4500ltr
Colour Green RAL 6029
Tare weight 3000kg


